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Introduction
This Resource Guide is intended for international education professionals responsible for marketing education
abroad programs. The information in the guide can be applied to many aspects of marketing, including the
development, promotion, and management of marketing campaigns. The guidelines, tools, and tips can also
be applied to those working in a variety of professional settings, including but not limited to universities,
program/technology providers, and international recruitment agencies.
The document includes four different sections; each section includes an introduction, a bulleted list
of practical tips/guidelines, and links to additional resources for reference. The first section identifies
resources for making education abroad more accessible for students with disabilities. Using your network
through cross-campus collaboration as a marketing and outreach tool is the focus of the second section.
Engaging students in promoting study abroad in the third section stresses the importance of students as
a crucial asset in marketing and meeting recruitment goals. Lastly, in the age of social media several tips
and tricks are provided in the fourth section of this guide. We hope you find this guide to be a practical
tool to help you continually improve your ability to effectively market education abroad opportunities to
all students!
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ACHIEVING ACCESSIBILITY, OFFICE OPERATIONS,
PARTNERSHIP DEVELOPMENT & RESOURCES
U.S. schools are responsible for making their courses, campus, activities, and services accessible for all students
and especially those with disabilities. This includes physical access to buildings, transportation, housing, and
other facilities (MIUSA). When it comes to marketing, outreach, and recruitment for Education Abroad, there are
many considerations for staff managing these offices to understand and implement to ensure equitable access
for all students. For example, office websites and online materials must be created thoughtfully using tools that
ensure the information is accessible, recruitment events like study abroad fairs should be hosted in accessible
spaces, and events should be captioned and/or include an interpreter. In this section, tips and resources will be
provided for office operations, staff training and professional development, partnership development, office
spaces, event planning, and content management systems.

Office Operations & Strategic Planning
Depending on the size of your school or organization, and the size of your office and staff, you may already have
a comprehensive plan for accessibility, or you may still be piecing it all together. Below are tips to improve your
comprehensive marketing strategy.

Important Considerations:
◊ Review standard operating procedures and implement systematic changes for inclusion. Good practices
entail being proactive and having a comprehensive plan.

◊ Prior to purchasing new software, collaborate with your campus IT unit to review services and

accessibility features. Helpful accessible features to consider include, but are not limited to: multiple forms
for participation (computer-based and phone-based audio), compatibility with assistive technology (e.g.,
screen readers), keyboard shortcuts, options to customize (font size of captioning, video view arrangement,
ability to chat with participants), automatic generated transcripts, option to enable artificial intelligence
captioning, and option to enable third-party captioning.

◊ When revamping and revising website content, collaborate with the campus Disability Resources office to

verify general recommendations to keep in mind and work with your campus IT unit to run an accessibility
audit. A few frequent accessibility issues include: usage of ‘click here’ with the word ‘here’ hyperlinked
as opposed to using the website name and hyperlinking it, missing alt-text descriptions for images,
infographics/file formats that are not compatible with screen readers, and using certain color schemes
that adversely impact text readability.
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◊ In preparation for future events, whether in person or virtual, establish a checklist of important contacts,
planning timelines and tasks to complete, a budget for accessibility (ASL interpreters, CART providers for
closed captioning), staff for technical support, a process for participants to request accommodation needs
during the registration process, as well as a post-event survey for feedback.
◊ Build accessibility goals and “check-ins” into office strategic planning and goals for marketing.

This could include an annual audit of online materials, booking accessible spaces well in advance, and
participating in ongoing training and learning related to accessibility issues.

◊ Build into other recurrent processes to check in annually or biannually for updated resources and
information as it pertains to accessibility.

◊ Don’t forget about social media and accessibility (more information available later in this guide)!

Resources:
◊ Diversity Abroad Network: Global Equity & Inclusion (GEI) Guidelines for Education Abroad – 2nd edition
(see sections on ‘Strategy & Communication’ and ‘Operations’)

◊ Mobility International USA: Accessibility and U.S. Colleges and Universities – this brief article is a good

starting point for an overview of accessibility at U.S. institutions, what accommodations need to be provided,
and where responsibilities fall when it comes to Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) compliance.

◊ DO-IT

»» Principles of Universal Design
»» Course Accessibility Checklist – this resource provides recommendations for print, audio, video, and
web materials.

◊ Sample Related Software Purchasing Guidelines (Texas A&M University)

»» https://pito.tamu.edu/equipment
»» https://itaccessibility.tamu.edu/laws_policies_standards/exception_requests.php
◊ CIEE Conference Presentation (2014): Technological Barriers: Moving Toward Fully Accessible Websites,
Application Materials, And Information Sharing.
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Education Abroad Staff Training & Professional Development
It is a shared responsibility to cultivate a welcoming environment for the general public, our students and their
families, and stakeholders. To reduce barriers in accessing resources and services provided by the education
abroad office, it is essential to cross train staff on effective accessibility practices and equip them with the
tools for creating robust promotion materials, designing user-friendly web content, and assisting with outreach
efforts that engage all student populations.

Important Considerations:
◊ Become familiar with laws and national guidelines governing digital accessibility. They include the Americans

with Disabilities Act (ADA), Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (sections 504 and 508), 21st Century Communications
and Video Accessibility Act of 2010, Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA), and Web Content
Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG).

◊ Consider collecting pre-existing guides regarding the ADA compliance from your campus to keep in your
office for reference and training.

◊ Using the guides/information you already have in your office, build these best practices and principles into
training materials and exercises for new staff and student workers.

◊ Prioritize continued training by seeking opportunities available on your campus or within your

organization that helps you better understand ADA compliance and how you can be a better partner
in accessibility.

»» By understanding WHY certain aspects of accessibility are important (e.g., well-written alternative text)

it will be easier for you and your staff to become accustomed to consistently following guidelines to
provide a better experience for all stakeholders, regardless of any disability.

»» Seek out online research and resources that will help you and your staff. For example, YouTube has a
wide variety of videos that illustrate issues with online accessibility that can be a helpful reminder of Dos
and Don’ts – see ‘Social Media’ section for specific examples.
◊ Ask a student worker to help consolidate resources and contacts for accessibility information for your office.
This could take the form of a handbook, internal website, and/or print/online examples of best practices.

◊ Join listservs, newsletters, and/or online communities to stay informed. Potential outlets include: MIUSA

newsletter, NAFSA Member Interest Groups (anyone can sign up to join the email digests to obtain input on
questions), AHEAD listserv, listservs for disability service professionals, local services for accessibility, and/
or national service providers.

◊ Register for free webinars and tutorials related to any software used broadly by university or organization
employees (e.g., Zoom video tutorials, Microsoft 365 training).

•
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Resources:
◊ Diversity Abroad Community Discussion webinars (membership required)
◊ Association of International Educators (NAFSA) Resources for Supporting Diversity and Inclusion in

Education Abroad – this includes resources for professionals, as well as ways to support diverse student
populations.

◊ University of Minnesota Learning Abroad – this website provides a wide range of resources for professionals
on access abroad including information on Recruitment Program Promotion and online training module.

◊ GOV.UK Dos and don’ts infographics for designing for accessibility
◊ Mobility International USA

»» Organization self-assessment tool on disability access and inclusion
»» Quick tips for accessible web forms
»» Tips for adding video captions
»» Legal trends for accessible media
◊ Coursera: Basics of Inclusive Design for Online Education (free course)
◊ Web Accessibility Evaluation Tools List
◊ WebAIM: Introduction to Web Accessibility – comprehensive guide
◊ 3PlayMedia: Your ultimate guide to captioning and describing online video
◊ Terra Dotta Resource Center – provides general resources for international educators (e.g., webinars, blog
posts, e-book on specific topics, and much more).

Accessibility Features of Frequently Used Platforms:
◊ AdobeConnect: https://helpx.adobe.com/adobe-connect/using/accessibility-features.html
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Meetings and Events
◊ BlueJeans
◊ Cisco Webex Meetings
◊ Google Meet
◊ GoToMeetings

Virtual Fair Platforms
◊ Handshake
◊ LunaFairs

Communication Platforms
◊ Microsoft (e.g., Teams for video chat and other services):

»» Accessibility
»» Resources for Users with Disabilities
◊ Skype
◊ Zoom
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Partnership Development & Relationships
The success of international education programs relies heavily on the careful development and management
of a diverse portfolio of partnerships. These partnerships might be on a college campus between study abroad
and advising offices, access centers, and the registrar, to name a few. But there are also relationships with
international partner schools, study abroad providers, insurance agencies, and even embassies and consulates.
As you build these productive partnerships, on campus and across the globe, please consider the tips below to
ensure that accessibility is part of your goals and the building of future partnerships.

Important considerations:
◊ Create a checklist and/or rubric that can be used to vet new partners and understand how they manage
issues of accessibility, from their marketing tactics to the variety of programs they offer to availability of
resources for program adjustment/disability accommodations.
◊ Build in an annual check-in on accessibility issues/updates with partner schools and organizations. These

intentional conversations will help your office keep information current and can allow for time to debrief and
learn from any issues that may have occurred. Opening a feedback loop allows for continual improvement.

◊ Connect with offices on your campus about any accessibility issues related to marketing your programs.
◊ Collaborate with partners to identify opportunities to support departmental outreach initiatives and
priorities, as well as facilitate target outreach. Some organizations might compare demographics of
their student participation against university/state/national representations to identify areas for growth.
Potential ideas for target outreach include: engagement of underrepresented student populations,
promotion of flexible program models (e.g., virtual internship and study options), spotlight of programs
by regions, promotion of ‘affordable’ programs and/or programs with additional scholarship benefits, and
spotlight of special programs (for heritage speakers, and so forth).

Resources:
◊ Association of International Education Administrators (AIEA) – article on Ten Quick Tips for Working
with Education Abroad Provider Organizations.

◊ Forum on Education Abroad: Standard for Good Practices – provides guidance on professional development,

evaluation of program quality, advocacy of resources and support, training of new professionals, educating
stakeholders, and establishing and maintaining sustainable relationships between partners.

◊ Association of International Educators (NAFSA) – provides resources on vetting vendors for
successful partnership.

◊ Diversity Abroad Network

»» Global Equity & Inclusion (GEI) Guidelines for Education Abroad – 2nd edition (see sections on ‘Strategy
& Communication’ and ‘Operations’)

»» Global Equity & Inclusion Resource Center (member access required: resources on outreach, marketing,
and recruitment)
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Office Spaces, In-person & Virtual Events
In 2022, and beyond, international educators will hopefully be able to safely host in-person events, study abroad
fairs, information sessions, student panels, international education week events, pre-departure orientations,
and more. It is important—in addition to being thoughtful about timing, duration, and content—that you
also consider the accessibility of the space(s) where you hold events. In the online space, there are also many
important factors to consider that can help ensure your event will be accessible to all those who wish to attend.

Important Considerations:
◊ Where is your office located? Can this present any sort of barrier for a student with a mobility issue?
◊ Are there missed opportunities to engage students? Collaborate with student affairs offices to identify ideal
times and locations to host recurring pop-up advising sessions.

◊ If your office is located in an inconvenient space on campus, consider meeting students where they are for

advising. Some examples include the student union, outdoors, express advising schedules (opportunities
for short appointments), and drop-in Zoom advising hours.

◊ The same goes for events: determine the best building/venues for hosting events. Are they up to ADA
standards? Are you providing necessary access information?

◊ Is your target audience responding to materials sent by your office? Review analytics data to identify which
approaches are effective, which topics might be in demand, and which resources might need to be refined
to align with current trends.
◊ Do you provide brochures and flyers in alternative formats (digital and print)? Benefits to going green include
centering sustainability practices, possible increases in office operating budgets due to fewer materials to
print and shipping expenses, and freeing up office storage space previously dedicated to surplus. Related
considerations include:

»» Establishing a protocol for special campus events and fairs (provider materials) and for front office (inhouse created advising materials and external flyers)

»» Accessibility on the website (by linking to the printable brochure)
»» Use of QR codes at study abroad fairs to have students scan for appointment scheduling/information
instead of having to walk away with physical material
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Resources:
◊ Diversity Abroad Network: Global Equity & Inclusion (GEI) Guidelines for Education Abroad – 2nd edition
◊ Organizational Examples of Paperless Advising: Global Experiences (GE) and University of Kentucky
International Center

◊ Mobility International USA

»» Accessible Virtual Exchange: Two Part Webinar Series – this webpage provides recordings of a recent

webinar on good practices for virtual engagement (accessibility considerations for virtual events and
implementing accessible virtual exchange programs).

»» Accessibility Tips for Zoom and Other Virtual Programs – this article provides good practices to
achieve accessibility in online meetings and events. Specific recommendations are provided to engage
participants with visual, physical, hearing, and other disabilities.
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Content Management Systems (CMS), Terra Dotta, VIA TRM, etc.
Many international education offices utilize specialized online software to manage program brochures,
applications, and scholarships. Because these platforms often fall outside of the university or organization CMS, it
is possible websites created through these external companies may be left out of organization-wide accessibility
audits. Therefore, in order to ensure all materials on these platforms are presented in an accessible way to
all potential stakeholders (prospective/current students, parents, staff, etc.), content managers should have
formal training and be well versed in online accessibility issues. Individuals overseeing these resources need
to understand the capabilities and potential limitations of the software their organizations are investing in to
promote their programs. By properly understanding accessibility issues, content managers can make necessary
adjustments and provide feedback to software developers for ongoing improvement of their products.

Important Considerations:
◊ Learn about accessibility before investing in a new product. Understand online accessibility issues and
bring your questions to a sales representative prior to purchasing a product.

◊ Do your own “audit” of a webpage managed by the software company: do their pages provide alternative
text? What kind of color contrasts are they using?

◊ Utilize resources you have in your office! Do you have a staff member or student worker with a disability?

Ask if they would be willing to discuss any challenges they have faced with accessing online information.
Have them review your page, or others’ pages, to see what sorts of issues you might miss.

◊ Ask for training from the software company—be specific about what you want to know.
◊ Plan ongoing training. Because software changes frequently, request annual training or updates on
new features.

Resources:
◊ Terra Dotta – Accessibility Report August 2020 – report explains how their software complies with Section
508 of ADA. Also notes that compliance is highly dependent on client configuration of software.

◊ VIA TRM Blog: Technology, Disability and Study Abroad
◊ CIEE Conference Presentation (2014): Technological Barriers: Moving Toward Fully Accessible Websites,

Application Materials, And Information Sharing – this presentation, although a little old, is still mostly
relevant. It reviews Penn State’s experience and subsequent shift and strengthened focus on accessibility
after a lawsuit was filed by the National Federation for the Blind related to their websites.
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USING YOUR NETWORK: CROSS-CAMPUS
COLLABORATION
Student outreach is an important aspect of education abroad offices and affiliate providers. Students rely on
various stakeholders for information about additional opportunities and programming. When developing
your department/office plan for outreach, consider the people or subject areas students gravitate to and
begin creating sustainable, reciprocal relationships. Continued and sustained communication across offices
is critical. Below are our recommendations and tips on how to implement promotion and outreach on
college campuses.
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ENGAGING STUDENTS IN PROMOTING
STUDY ABROAD
When planning to recruit and drum up interest in your programs, incorporating students into your strategy
is key. Creating a connection and engaging with students has become even more challenging for education
abroad as we compete with the many opportunities available to students throughout their academic careers.
With traditional recruiting, we meet with students at information sessions, study abroad fairs, and advising
appointments. When using these methods, you have limited time to connect with students and explain why they
should apply to your program. Inviting past students and providing training and educational opportunities for
them can create a team that is connected to the campus who can further the reach of your office/department.
These students can help promote your programs throughout the year and help to increase excitement, spread
knowledge, and provide a valuable peer-to-peer connection. Student engagement can be a powerful asset to
your program, and crucial in helping you reach your recruitment goals.

Leveraging Peer Influence
Student Ambassador Programs
◊ Create a team of motivated and well-trained student alumni to reach your student development and
recruitment goals. There are many different models, which can include other elements such as student
advisory boards, marketing and outreach focus groups, and more.
◊ Students have access, influence, and trust that may not be available to staff. Their efforts can

increase interest through word of mouth, class visits, events, information sessions, peer contacts, and
organization memberships.

◊ Set clear expectations for your ambassadors and prioritize what your goals for the program are. Example
activities could include:

»» Ambassador-led sessions focused on the student experience abroad, such as managing money, being
Black abroad, LGBTQ+ experiences abroad, and travel guidance. Topics can vary to connect with the
needs and interests of your students as well as the interests of student ambassadors.

»» Tabling in high-traffic locations on campus.
»» Maintaining a profile on your website that details their experience and offers advice to
prospective students.

»» Creating content, such as blog posts.
»» Connecting with and assisting residence life staff with events.
»» Hosting events and information sessions with student organizations, other university/institution offices,
and external organizations.
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◊ Recruiting ambassadors and maintaining interest varies by organization and may be influenced by

the culture of your institution, as well as resources and incentives you can provide. Many students are
intrinsically motivated by their experience abroad and the desire to share with others.

»» Prioritizing follow-up with students once they have returned from abroad is a key first step. It is

recommended that you invite students to apply or become involved shortly after they have returned
from abroad while the experience is fresh, and in advance of the start of each semester.

»» Offer the opportunities for fresh and new activities in order to keep students engaged and also connected
to peers (fellow ambassadors in particular).

»» Be aware of the academic calendar and how that may impact the level of engagement from students.
Have realistic expectations about what students are able to accomplish.

»» Keep current ambassadors engaged by showing appreciation for their efforts. This can be as simple as a
thank-you or public acknowledgement of their work, or other incentives like swag, gift cards, or a thankyou reception, depending on your budget.
◊ Sample Ambassador Programs

»» Boston University Study Abroad
»» Loyola University International Programs
»» Michigan State’s Peer Advisor Program
»» Penn Abroad Student Programs
* Penn Abroad Ambassadors – Application information
* Penn Abroad Leaders
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Student Workers
Student workers can be very helpful if you do not have the capacity for larger ambassador programs and/or
want more formal positions focused on social media, peer mentorship, and peer advising. If you have existing
student workers that provide other support to your office, it can be beneficial to add opportunities to promote
and share their experience from abroad and support your marketing and recruitment goals. This is a great way
to infuse student voices into your marketing.
◊ Offer positions such as Content Creator, Office Assistant, and Peer Leader/Mentor, which provide an
opportunity to build resumes.

»» Give a stipend for Student Content Creators abroad, Special Projects Coordinator, Resident Assistants
Abroad, and other student-led positions.

◊ Work with Student Organizations, Resident Life, Admissions/Tour Leaders, Peer Mentor Groups, and
Student Life.

»» Collaborate with student leaders to host events, information sessions, and more. Read more about
campus collaboration in the Using Your Network: Cross-campus Collaboration section.

◊ Put the focus on students and their experiences: use social media and web-based content to
highlight experiences.

»» Instagram takeovers, blog posts, vlogs, newsletters highlighting students (and their projects, research,
internships, activities), and photo contests.

»» Find out more in the Social Media Guide.
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Student Workers & Social Media
Student workers can be very helpful if you want to run a successful social media campaign. They understand
what students are interested in, and they can potentially teach your study abroad staff how to use social media
more effectively.
Things to consider when working with students:
◊ If you are hiring student workers:

»» Make sure they have strong social media skills.
»» Consider their connection with your office. Have they gone abroad before?
◊ If you are recruiting volunteer student leaders, employ the same ideas as above and:

»» It’s good to give them free merch from the office or compensate them in some other way.
»» Give them a title such as Student Ambassador and consider offering to serve as a job reference for them.
»» Since it’s an unpaid position, consider providing some of the marketing content/tools or making sure
that their time is compensated.

◊ If you are recruiting students to post on social media, this can be done in a variety of ways:

»» Hold a contest where students can apply to do a social media takeover. This is especially useful for
students currently abroad.

»» Have students submit content that you or your student worker can then post with their permission.
»» Soliciting this content during or after a student has gone abroad works well.
Once you have student workers or student volunteers in charge of your social media, please consider
the following:
◊ Create a handbook or other guidelines that lets the students know how often you want them to post, what
types of posts are appropriate, and where they should find their content.

◊ Have a consistent voice and message. If you are having multiple student leaders post, make sure they are
all aware of your expectations for posts.

◊ Vetting posts: have students save their posts as drafts but only post after you have approved
the content.
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Best Practices for Working with Students
◊ Create a best practices guide for content creators regardless of program type.
◊ Be sure to hire students who are engaged with the material and believe in the office mission. Students
who are a good fit for these roles show professionalism, good communication skills, and have an interest
in leadership.
◊ Provide opportunities to students to increase their intercultural communication skills.
◊ Assign students tasks that fit their skill set and will keep their interest.
◊ Approach recruitment through an inclusive lens and center diverse perspectives and experiences—this
includes recognizing that unpaid opportunities may not be an option for some students.

◊ Develop internal guidelines that will help students as they plan events, post on social media, and/or
contribute as content creators for your organization.

◊ If increasing your social media presence is one of your goals, recruit student workers/ambassadors/
volunteers that have demonstrated experience with both new and established social media platforms.
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SOCIAL MEDIA GUIDE
Social Media 101
There are many types of social media platforms to market and share information, and each office will have a
different combination of social media channels that works best for them and their students. Here we will look
at two of the most popular platforms, Instagram and Facebook, which serve different audiences and tend to be
the most effective in international education.
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Planning Your Social Media Posts
Preparing:
◊ Create a communications calendar.

»» Google Sheets and Excel are useful and cost-effective ways of creating weekly and/or monthly
content calendars.

»» Having a shared calendar document allows multiple people to work on social media content and for
managers to approve and provide feedback on content ideas.

◊ Creating or gathering content in advance—from the office or from students—can greatly ease the pain of
content creation. Suggested content creation tools include:

»» Image content: Adobe Spark, Canva, Fotor, Pablo
»» Video content: iMovie, Animaker, VideoShop, FilmoraGo
»» Meme creation: iMeme, Kapwing, Meme Generator
◊ Using social media management tools like Hootsuite, Later, Buffer, and Zoho Social is a useful way to stay
organized and schedule your posts in advance.

◊ Track international/national holidays and days of recognition (such as National Friendship Day or Bastille
Day). This can help with content ideas and scheduling non-office-related content.

»» National Today calendar
»» United Nations – International Days and Weeks
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Planning—when to post and how often:
◊ Picking set days to post can be helpful to manage the workload.
◊ You don’t need to post every day. Do what is best for your office and keep it consistent. If you only have
the staff resources to post three times a week, that is fine; make the plan to consistently post three times.

Jumping from posting multiple times a day for several days to going radio silent for weeks is when you may
lose your audience.
◊ Timing of posts—knowing the best time to post on social media. This is different for each platform and
depends on the audience you are trying to reach.

»» According to Later.com (an Instagram marketing platform), “Generally, the best times to post on
Instagram are lunchtime (11am-1pm) and evenings (7-9pm)” while Adweek.com says the best time for
Facebook is 9 am to 3 pm on weekdays.

»» These suggestions may not be the best times for your audience, and it may take some trial and error to
figure out when your audience is most engaged.

Maintaining accessibility—photo descriptions and alternative text: Alt text provides descriptions

for an image that can be read by screen readers so visually impaired users can hear about the photos in
their feed.
◊ Alt text tips from Harvard University:

»» Alt text tells people what is in an image. If an image does not load, alt text will display in place of the

photo. In addition, search engines also index alt text information. Alt text is a very short description,
usually only 1-2 sentences. It is automatically added to your image on Facebook and Instagram, but you
can edit it if you wish.

»» On Instagram, you can find alt text settings under Advanced Settings and then under Write Alt Text.
»» For Facebook follow these instructions.
◊ Image description:

»» An image description gives more details than alt text and allows someone to learn more about what is
in an image.

»» Object-action-context: The object is the main focus. The action describes what’s happening, usually what
the object is doing, etc.

»» These detailed descriptions can be added as alt text or to the end of a caption.
◊ Note: don’t put text on images that is not also provided in a caption and/or alternative text.
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Creating content:
◊ Use engaging captions or captions with intention. Think about what the purpose of the post is, such as
encouraging conversations, a call to action, or inspiring the audience.

◊ Sharing content from other offices or departments is helpful for building your content bank. Find out more
about working across campus in Using Your Network: Cross-campus Collaboration section.

◊ When sharing a photo of a student use the student’s correct pronouns.
◊ Remember to give photo credit in the caption.
◊ Contests: The use of “like and/or comment to win” can increase engagement. These can be held on any
social media platform.

»» Simply create a post with an explanatory caption and include an entry deadline and simple guidelines.
You can also share the post in Facebook or Instagram Stories to better spread the word.

◊ You can ask people to share the post, which may result in increasing engagement.
◊ Or combine both ideas and add a “tag a friend” entry requirement.
◊ See example here:
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◊ A “caption this” prompt is a fun way to encourage followers to comment on your photo and engage with
your social media. Also, really easy to launch for study abroad content!

◊ A scavenger hunt can be a fun way to get your Instagram community involved with your brand. You can use

your Instagram feed to provide clues that people need to follow to find a prize, or give people a list of photo
tasks to complete and post on their own Instagram feed or Instagram Story.

Study Abroad Instagram and Facebook Examples
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◊ Texas Global: Department account highlighting the different aspects of the office including international
students and study abroad.

◊ Fulbright Program: Provider account that does a good job using the Highlights feature and creating
engaging posts.

◊ NYU Global Programs: Study abroad office account with examples of takeovers (in Highlights) and
student profiles.

◊ Washington State University Global Learning: Study abroad office account with digital badges, good use of
stories with movement/animation, and good use of Highlights.

◊ AIFS Study Abroad: Provider account that consistently posts, mentions their blog, hosts live Q&A, and
creates videos.

◊ Wichita State University Study Abroad: Study abroad office account with “where in the world” posts,
scholarship and financial aid information, Foodie Friday, etc.

◊ Schwarzman Scholars: Provider account with “career connections” posts, posts highlighting student
scholars, and information specific to master’s programs.

CONCLUSION
Education abroad marketing, from social media and ambassador programs to study abroad fairs and virtual
events, serves a critical role in introducing all students to the global programs and opportunities available to
them. Marketing initiatives are key in creating an overall inclusive experience for students, from the time they
hear about a global program, during their time abroad, and in re-entry. The reach and impact of these efforts
are amplified when they are designed to be accessible, integrate cross-campus partnerships, meaningfully
engage students, and effectively employ social media.
We hope the tools provided in this resource guide will be useful as you evaluate and refine your office’s current
marketing strategies, goals, and inclusive best practices.
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